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thank you for watching the interview with craig about how to help donors feel appreciated. 
craig has offered to answer any questions you have via the members club facebook group.

we’re really pleased to be able to share below an exclusive extract from craig’s book donors 
for life (co-authored with paul stein), on how to thank and welcome new donors. if you find 
it useful and want more,  you can buy the book via the publisher http://www.whitelionpress.
com/donorsforlife.html or on amazon https://www.amazon.co.uk/donors-life-practitioners-
relationship-fundraising/dp/095539936X 

ChaPTer 11: ThaNKiNG aNd weLCoMiNG New doNorS

you only get one chance to make a first impression. that’s why how you thank and welcome 
donors to your organisation is so important. if you don’t inspire them from the beginning and 
build a level of trust, loyalty and commitment then your future retention efforts are likely to be 
futile.

as we showed earlier in the chapter, somewhat surprisingly, the speed of
thank you is more important than the quality; although we are big believers in achieving both.

so how quickly should you get thank-you letters out?

it should be quite possible for most organisations to turn them around in a
maximum of 48 hours. craig has been told many times that this is ‘impossible’ and been given 
a long list of reasons why. yet with a change of priorities, processes and hard work, this has 
been achievable in every organisation he has worked at.

indeed, one team managed to get over 80 per cent of letters out on the same day the gift 
arrived.

of course, not all thank yous come by the post these days. in fact, the
fundraiser’s best retention friend when it comes to thanking is the telephone.

in an interview with sofii, chuck longfield, chief scientist at database vendor blackbaud, 
revealed that:

…simply calling and thanking your new donors increases both renewals and
average gifts. Even leaving a thank-you message on a new donor’s answering
machine increases giving. Though not by much, so…it’s worth calling back at
least once before leaving a message.
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this confirmed findings by respected fundraising author penelope burk, in her classic book 
Donor Centred Fundraising. this research showed that a call from a board member within 24 
hours of a gift increased gift income to the next appeal by 39 per cent. fourteen months later 
donors who received the call had given 42 per cent more than donors who weren’t called.

the hard part of this is getting board members to participate! However, a call from any 
member of staff as soon as possible after the gift will boost retention and subsequent 
donations.

this is demonstrated by analysis from uK telephone agency pell & bales. they have made 
hundreds of thousands of calls to donors and analysed the impact thank-you calls have on 
retention.

the below figures show the short-term impact of a call and the long-term difference (over 16 
months) that calling donors early in the relationship can make.

so what are the ingredients of a good thank-you call? pell & bales share the following secrets:

• design a call that is about the donor, not about the charity and definitely not about   
 fundraising or the charity needs. the aim is to make giving feel good, rewarding, involving  
 and impactful.

• allow yourself a budget, time and resources to have a real conversation with supporters.

• it’s not so much about what you say, more about how you make donors feel: listen to what  
 they have to say, let them visualise and contextualise the impact of their gift, inspire them.  
 make them feel part of the bigger picture and the solution. reinforce the belief that their  
 vision is your vision and that you will deliver on your promises, on your joint mission.

• create a checklist of known drivers in loyalty and commitment and address them through  
 conversation.

• weave anti-attrition messaging into the conversation: be flexible and accommodating – offer  
 payment holidays (one or two months when no donation is made), or even downgrades  
 where appropriate.

• encourage multiple relationships and a greater involvement and increased interaction in the  
 cause (but don’t ask them for more financial support).

you can see how closely these ideas match with our relationship fundraising matrix. they 
should be included in your retention plan.
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another, often neglected, form of thank you is an email. sometimes the
response you receive when you donate online is automated, cold and uninspiring.

an international mystery shopping exercise by uK fundraising agency bluefrog and irish 
fundraising agency ask direct revealed the sender’s name under which ‘thank yous’ were sent 
out in ireland and the uK (see overleaf):
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List of e-mail addresses that charities used in their thank-you communications.

How valued would you feel to receive an e-mail from ‘no-reply’ or ‘internet’?

it might seem a small point, but such details matter. rather than the name of a person or the 
organisation, most charities use the default ‘from’ name in the payment gateway they use. this 
gets things off to a bad start. do you want to hear from ‘no-reply’ or the name of the actual 
charity you are giving to, or, better still, an individual there whose name you know?

there is no excuse for not providing an engaging, interesting and inspiring
thank you when someone gives online. in many ways it should be easier than by the post or 
telephone as it can be automated.

e-mail is a great way to capture people’s thoughts (what inspired your gift
today?) and to tell stories through video that will help boost loyalty.

The reCiPe for a GreaT fuNdraiSiNG ThaNK You

first of all, you need to make donors know their money is being put to good use and helping 
to solve the ‘why’. the best way to do this is through storytelling.

make sure you tell a story about the area of your work that the donor has given to. this may 
seem obvious, but it is amazing how many generic responses we’ve received to donations 
made to specific appeals and projects.
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one of the big mistakes we see fundraisers make with fundraising letters is to start with all the 
admin information. these are usually polite openings, but do nothing to inspire donors. we 
would encourage you to open with your strongest story about the difference the donor’s gift 
will make. 

further on in the letter you can then express your gratitude. we use ‘gratitude’ rather than 
‘thanks’ because as the nineteenth century philosopher and poet Henri-frédéric amiel said:

Thankfulness is the beginning of gratitude. Gratitude is the completion
of thankfulness. Thankfulness may consist merely of words. Gratitude is shown in acts.

with this in mind, think about how you can sprinkle some donor magic into
your letter. How about writing it by hand? producing a special thank-you card, or getting the 
chief executive or chair of trustees to send the letter?
data is also important. Have you included the right amount? is the donor’s
name and address spelled correctly? getting this wrong can be the first step to a donor never 
giving again.

additionally, do you make it easy for donors to get in touch if they have any
questions? you should always name a person and provide his or her phone
number/e-mail in case the donor wants to know more.

finally, we would encourage you to sign your thank-you letters by hand and
add a comment. it is only a little thing, but demonstrates to the donor that they are more than 
just a number in your database. this helps build the relationship with the donor. if you don’t 
believe you have time to do this, then think again about your priorities. if doing so improves 
your retention and the donor experience, it is worth the effort.

based on this, always look for reasons to make the donor feel special and
important. it may be the donor’s fifth donation that year, the donor might have reached a 
milestone of cumulative donations (£500, £1,000, etc.) or you might notice the donor has been 
giving for a certain number of years.

lisa sargent is one of the leading experts on fundraising thank-you letters.
on sofii she has shared a number of ‘before and after’ letters, which have
implemented some of the ideas discussed here. below is one example, although we’d 
recommend taking a look at all the before and after versions. the commentary is especially 
helpful and you can use the tips straight away to improve your thank you letters.
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LiNKS aNd oTher uSefuL iNforMaTioN

thank you for reading to the end of the guide. i hope you find it useful. to show my gratitude, 
here are some bonus links to resources that you can use to improve your thanking: 

the lisa sargent ‘before’ and ‘after’ series of thank you letters: http://sofii.org/article/sample-
thank-you-letters-for-you-to-swipe 

How would Harry potter or princess leia from star wars write a thank you letter? find out here 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/harry-potter-thank-you-letter-adrian-salmon-minstf/ and here 
http://agentsofgood.org/2013/08/how-to-direct-mail-thanks-101/ 

the classy blog shares 15 creative ways to thank donors: https://www.classy.org/blog/15-
creative-ways-to-thank-donors/

Here are 51 quotes that you could adapt and use to improve your thanking: http://www.
fundraiserhelp.com/51-ways-to-say-thank-you-in-a-fundraising-letter.htm 

finally, discover what you can learn from five thank you letters that non-profit expert Joanne 
fritz received. https://www.thebalance.com/thank-you-letters-donors-will-love-2501851 

what ideas have you had, from watching the interview or reading this chapter 
or any of these blogs? are there both some quick wins that you could apply 
immediately and some things that will take some planning? 

?
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you’ve been working on:

How to increase income by helping your donors feel appreciated

we’d love to hear about your progress with thanking in terms of both processes and 
creativity. feel free to share or pose questions to Craig in the Members Club facebook group.


